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AIU's Research and Community Outreach Services (RCOS) arranges between 200 – 250 activities with the
local community each year. onsistently rated among students’ favorite aspects of AIU, these activities offer a
uni ue backstage pass to experience rural Japanese life and culture.

My favorite RCOS experience has been the Happo-Cho
Program. Many other programs are for the kids who attend:
we teach them English or about our culture. But with
Happo-Cho, it is a two-way program. We do interact with
their students on the �rst day and the community puts on a
program for us on the second. For instance, we've cooked
traditional dishes with local community members, gone on a
guided hike in Shirakami-Sanchi, even had had a calligraphy
lesson with them.
The people of
Happo-Cho are very
warm and outgoing;
the host families and 
kids are excited to 
learn about us, too!

RCOS runs English and culture teaching programs throughout the year
at all different levels and the international students at AIU help out. 
One of my favorites is the English Village Program, which brings in high
school students for a 3-day English immersion program. The students
have to speak nothing but English for up to 12 hours per day for all three
days. It's really intense for them, but they've told me they like the
challenge and it's great to
see them interacting in all
kinds of situations. 
Even though I can
understand their Japanese,
unless they speak English,
I have to pretend I can't
understand.
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Japanese Culture
● Ikebana (Flower Arrangement)

● Japanese Dance
● Kanto Team
● Karuta (Japanese Card Game)

● Kendo
● Kimono Club
● Manga and Anime Research
● Tea Ceremony
● Yatose Team (Japanese Contemporary Dance)

Common Interests
● Action for Tohoku
● AIU Promotion
● AIU Supporter
● Bible Study
● Committee for International Security
● Diversity Club
● Happy People in Akita (Local Travel)

● Japan-Taiwan Student Conference
● Mathematics Association
● Northeast Asia Student Round Table
● Service Travel ICC (International Community Service)

● Sign Language

Arts, Culture,
and Music
● A Cappella
● Brass Band
● Calligraphy Club
● Dance Club
● Debating Society
● Drama Club
● Gospel Choir
● Magazine Club
● Mixed Choir
● Rock Band

I joined the Japanese Dance Club because I was interested in getting involved 
in different cultures, and it's been a great opportunity to learn about Japanese 
culture, such as the attention to detail and to perfect preservation of tradition. 
We have several international student beginners who have never taken part in 
this kind of slow dancing before. But even though we are only 
here for a short time, the senpai (senior students) take time to 
help each of us improve. My favorite part of Japanese dance has 
been how kind and friendly the students are.
We had a performance at the end of the semester. It was my �rst 
time to wear a traditional Japanese kimono, which I borrowed 
from one of our sensei. It took seven hours to prepare 
everyone's out�ts, hair, and make-up before the performance, 
but at the end we had the largest audience in the club's history!

Ching Yun Liao, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan

I've been interested in Japanese taiko drumming since I heard about it in 
Germany and the US, so when I saw the O-hayashi (accompanying musicians) 
at the �rst Kanto performance at AIU, I asked how to join.
Joining the Kanto team is like becoming part of a family – you have to be 
committed and involved, even if you're only here for a short time. We become 
really close, too. I made my �rst Japanese friends through Kanto and we go on 
trips and have parties together.
My favorite part of Kanto is performing together. I get really carried away with 
the music and try to get everyone else excited, too. When I got to perform for 
the �rst time, during the AIU festival, it was awesome to see the way the crowd 
responded to us, especially to the international students. 
At home, you can �nd things like martial arts and Japanese traditional arts, but 
this is something I can only do here. I'm staying for the Kanto matsuri in August 
and when I go back to Germany, I'll be able to say that I didn't just go to see 
festivals in Japan, I got to be part of one. That's the kind of memory that sticks 
with you for life.

Angelina Stobinski, Ludwigshafen University of Applied Sciences, Germany

Clubs are de�nitely a "Must Do" for international students at AIU! I think some 
international students get stuck in their rooms and they need a push to get out. 

Clubs are a great way to get out into the community and to make 
friends with Japanese students.
I'm in the Badminton Club, which has a good mix of Japanese 
and international students. We practice twice per week for a 
total of around 5 hours, and we spend time together outside, as 
well. We went on a camping trip together to Lake Tazawa and 
we've had a few barbecues, too, to get to know each other better 
and socialize.
I've made many of my friends through participating in this club!

Jad Freyha, Monmouth College, USA

Japanese Dance

Badminton

Kanto

Sports
● Aikido
● Badminton
● Baseball
● Basketball
● Extreme Martial Arts (XMA)

● Futsal (Men's and Women's)

● Handball
● Kendo

● Rugby
● Running
● Shorinji Kenpo (Shaolin Boxing)

● Soft Tennis
● Softball
● Table Tennis
● Volleyball
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Our Japanese language and Japan studies programs are second to none.
AIU offers 10 levels of core Japanese, with a placement test offered during
orientation, as well as skill and practice courses at the upper levels.
Japan Studies includes everything from Akita studies and traditional arts, to
advanced courses in Contemporary Japanese Economy or Japan-U.S.
Relations. Turn the page for more!

AIU brings together students from around the world in discussion-based small
classes for a unique exchange of ideas and values. Each semester, over 20%
of our student body is made up of international students, representing an
average of 30 countries. The combination of Japanese and international
students in the same classrooms, with an average of 17 students per class,
gives students the opportunity to forge personal connections across cultural
barriers and develop intercultural communication skills.

AIU is Japan's only university to offer all content courses in English, so
international students can be sure to get the credits they need toward their
degrees. Our course offerings and syllabi are available online (see page 20 for
examples) and our 4.0 GPA and 15-week semester facilitate compatibility with
systems around the world.
Our unique Academic Calendar (page 30) makes it easy to study at AIU for
either the fall or spring semester, or a full year!

Japanese Language and Japan Studies

Ease the Stress of Study Abroad

International Exchange of Ideas - in English

Ⅱ. All-English
   Curriculum
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*Japanese 100 is a 3-credit introductory course. All other core courses are 6 credits. Course offerings are subject to change.

Ten levels of intensive core Japanese, based on your 
orientation placement test, plus advanced skill-specific and 
practice courses, allow you to meet your language goals.
New: AIU added a 3-credit Japanese 100 course in 2016 
for beginner-level students who cannot fit intensive 
classes into their schedule or credit transfer requirements.

Customize Your Studies

In additional to our experienced professors, graduate
students from AIU’s Japanese anguage eaching
Practices” program and tutors from the Academic
Achievement Center are eager to work with you
one-on-one. ake advantage of AIU’s small-campus
environment to forge the personal relationships that will
help you succeed.

Personal Support and Mentorship

AIU offers 6 hour/week core Japanese courses, so you can
earn 18 credit hours (36 ECTS) in a single year, including
the Winter Intensive Program. That's as much as two to
three years of instruction at other universities.
Plus, our small class sizes, internationally experienced
professors, and extracurricular study opportunities give you
more chances to practice and improve.

In addition to the core Japanese class, I'm taking
Reading Comprehension, Kanji Foundations, and
the Practice course. The material is different – for
example, the core class presents new kanji on a
source basis, while the kanji class introduces us
to new characters based on complexity – but they
fit together well. I like that the core class meets
four times per week, and that we approach the
material from different perspectives, from reading
in context to studying grammar and vocabulary.
 
Kanji Foundations meets once per week and
Reading Comprehension meets twice, so those
classes move much more quickly through
material. For my Practice independent study, I've
been translating song lyrics from Japanese to
English as well as keeping up regular
conversation practices with my roommate and
going out with other Japanese friends.

Elizabeth Mudie, University of Leeds, UK

Chinese-Japanese Interpretation

Japanese-Chinese Translation

English-Japanese Translation
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Get the most out of your time in Japan by immersing yourself in the local culture and participating in community
outreach activities, traditional festivals, and AIU student clubs. AIU's Japan Studies courses are designed to
provide scholarly and experiential perspective that will deepen personal insight into the nature of Japanese
culture, society, and sensibilities.

Connect Classroom and Real World Experience

The Japan Studies Curriculum has expanded to include a wider range of locally focused courses that invite
careful consideration across multiple academic disciplines. Current AIU Japan-focused course offerings
incorporate analysis from political, legal, international, economic, historical, anthropological, religious, cultural
and aesthetic viewpoints.

Reach Across Disciplinary Boundaries

International students can earn AIU's Certificate of Concentration in Japanese Language and Culture Studies by
completing 15 credits of English-language Japan Studies courses above, including at least one course at the
300 level or higher, as well as 15 credits of Japanese language at or above the 305 level.

Certificate of Concentration in Japanese Language
and Culture Studies

AIU's Japan Studies course options enable students to perceive connections among current popular culture
phenomena and the more traditional cultural roots from which these artifacts spring. So, alongside coursework
focused on anime and manga, students may practice the traditional arts of sado (tea ceremony) and kado
(flower arrangement), as well as discover more about the philosophies behind these traditional aesthetic practices.
AIU's traditional arts classes are held in a serene Japanese tatami mat room – the perfect place to quiet the mind
and develop greater awareness of the Japanese spirit.

From Traditional Arts to Popular Culture

Dr. Peter McCagg

The Japan-related curricular and co-curricular offerings and opportunities at
AIU are unique and second to none anywhere in Japan. Students may select
courses that range from Japan’s traditional arts of tea and flower arrangement
to the cutting edge of Japan’s business world to the interplay of popular culture
and Japanese society today. Combine serious study of the Japanese language,
coursework in English about Japan and direct access to the people, places,
and cultural traditions of Akita, Tohoku, and Japan at large for an unforgettable
learning experience.

Head, Center for Japan Studies

Japan Studies Courses
JAS 110/111 Sado: Tea Ceremony
JAS 130/131 Kado: Flower Arrangement
LAW 160 Japan's Constitution and Law
ART 200 Japanese Art History in the World Context
JAS 200 Japanese Literature
JAS 215 History of Pre-Modern Japan
JAS 217 History of Modern Japan
JAS 220 Japanese Politics
JAS 250 Introduction to Japanese Society
JAS 275 Golden Ages in Japanese Cinema
JAS 280 Akita Studies
JAS 290 Religion in Japan

JAS 310 Intercultural Perspectives on Japanese Society
ECN 315 Japanese Finance and Practices under Globalization
SOC 330 Identity Making in Global Consumer Culture
ECN 333 Contemporary Japanese Economy
ECN 343 Japanese Business Culture
JAS 365 Representing Japan: Image, Sound, and People
JAS 370 Anime and Contemporary Japanese Visual Culture
JAS 375 Japanese History on Film
JAS 380 Akita Rural Studies
PLS 423 Japan-U.S. Relations
PLS 425 Japan-China Relations

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Faculty Message
Professor Chikako Nagayama Japan Studies is going through an exciting development as the emphasis

shifts from North American and Japanese scholars to conversations
occurring across a wide range of regions and disciplines. In my classes,
I bring in elements of the regional and trans-regional exchanges about
identity and place, social inequality, image, sound and consumer society
occurring across Asia-Pacific and beyond, so that you can explore Japanese
society and culture through a critical lens shared within this dynamic
intellectual network.
You may only have a short stay here, but I aim to create an interactive
learning environment in my classes so you can collaboratively foster a more
intimate and multifaceted understanding of Japan in relation to what is going
on beyond its boundaries.

Faculty Message
Professor Sean O'ReillyYou've all seen anime—but do you know the real story of anime's rise as a

global pop culture phenomenon? If you'd like to learn more about the
history of visual culture in Japan, and the ways this history has contributed
to the rise of Japanese visual culture today—but also discover the debates
challenging this linkage between historical and contemporary art forms—
I am happy to say that the courses at AIU will offer you a great chance to
pursue topics such as these. In my courses, I aim to help students
understand how important historical events and contemporary visual
culture have shaped Japanese society, and connect our classroom
discussions to their interactions with the local culture in order to offer a
richer study abroad experience. From our field trips to local sites of
historical and cultural interest to our frequent film and media screenings,

Silina Kannacher,
University of Malaga,
Spain

Anime is very popular throughout Europe, so I was familiar with watching subtitled Japanese
anime and interested in studying it before I came to AIU. In the Anime and Contemporary Visual
Culture class, we've explored not only anime but other forms of drama and Japanese cinema, as
well. Usually, we have a screening of the week's subject on Monday and we would approach it
from different angles during the class discussions. For example, we might discuss implicit
meanings and how it would be interpreted against different cultural backgrounds. Since I'm a
media studies major, I brought that experience to the discussion, as well.
The course was quite intensive. We had a lot of writing assignments and classes were discussion
based, so it was a great way to improve my writing, expression, and verbal communication skills
as a non-native speaker. Our final project was a video and presentation. My group focused on the
movie The Grudge and comparisons between US and Japanese horror films and popularity.

Cindy Collin, Rennes 2 University,
France

During my first semester at AIU, I took Sado (Tea Ceremony) and Shodo
(Calligraphy). My favorite part of Sado, held in the tatami room, was
practicing the tea ceremony. We had to learn the traditional order of
preparation and serving, and the formal phrases that go with it. We even got
to join a tea ceremony with the local community.
The other half of the class was oral presentations, where we studied the
history and traditions of tea ceremony. We also discussed the differences
between Japanese culture, as expressed in the tea ceremony, and our home
cultures, and what each could learn from the others.
Shodo class was more challenging, because the techniques and strokes are
difficult to master and the differences can be very subtle to a foreign eye.
Fortunately, there are many Japanese students in this class and they have
been very helpful in explaining the differences and helping us to practice.
Thanks to their help, I've improved a lot, but I think I could still get better.
Our major project was to create a scroll, putting together the materials and,
of course, the calligraphy, over several weeks. I have a higher appreciation

Japan Studies
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Our major project was to create a scroll, putting together the materials and,
of course, the calligraphy, over several weeks. I have a higher appreciation

Japan Studies



Probably the best part of my International Security course at AIU has been getting to 
hear different perspectives from around the world. Throughout the course, we have 
discussed a variety of conflicts around the world. With each topic, international 
students and Japanese students each bring their own perspectives to the 
conversation, so it's been an excellent opportunity to exercise critical thinking and 
analytical skills. This is an elective course for me, but the framework and concepts are 
not limited to political science, so I can apply them to my major subjects, as well.
My favorite part of class is when we break into small group discussions to go into 
detail on the lesson topic. We also had a group research and presentation project 
where we got to choose our own topic, find resources, and put together a hypothetical 
crisis scenario and crisis management recommendations.

The Global Studies Program has three concentrations: East
Asian Studies, North American Studies, and Transnational
Studies. The Program offers courses in multiple disciplines,
as seen in the box to the right, from which students can
match their academic interests. Classes are small and
emphasize student interaction, therefore, students can
actively exchange ideas with instructors and students from Japan as well as our 180 exchange
partners in 47 countries and regions. Students also have opportunities to take short-term intensive
courses by visiting instructors from our partners and to attend lectures by business leaders and
government officials to expose themselves to the diverse intellectual and professional world.

Course Available Across Disciplines

Global Studies
● Political Science
● International Relations
● Foreign Languages
● Media/Communication   
● Environmental Sciences

● Sociology
● History
● Geography
● Education 

For students who are interested in studying about the world, a particular region,
or a country, going abroad is an indispensable part of their academic
experience, although it may seem daunting at first. With an all-English
curriculum, small class sizes, and a balance of lecture and discussion courses,
AIU offers a familiar environment to international students so that they will have
the least trouble adjusting. Our strength is our active and diverse student
body – many of our courses have at least 5-6 nationalities represented – that
constantly provides each student with a welcoming environment.

Dr. Norihito Mizuno

AIU offers an exceptional cross-cultural setting for learning. Recently, I was fortunate 
to welcome a student from Myanmar to my Democratization and Social Movements 
course. Since this course always addresses Myanmar as a case study in global 
political change, her participation in class discussion was immensely useful to other 
students learning about the country for the first time. Her presence reminded me of a 
former AIU student who took the course a year earlier and went on to pursue graduate 
study in Burma-Japan relations at Oxford University. While my own expertise resides 
in Thai politics and visual culture, our diverse students instill fresh perspectives on the 
broader significance of Southeast Asia for regional variations of Global Studies. And 
ultimately, they breathe life into a hopeful future where global leadership emanates 
from lasting friendships and a critical ethos of the liberal arts.

Faculty Message

Dr. Noah Viernes

East Asian Studies and North American Studies look at the two regions from multiple
perspectives. Students explore both regions from the angles of history, political science,
economics, and sociology, and enjoy a confluence of ideas with instructors and classmates from
around the world.

Perspectives on East Asia and North America

Transnational Studies looks at global issues involving multiple regions. Students can build
knowledge and broaden their understanding of international law and organizations such as the
EU, NATO, or UN, as well as multinational and interregional issues, including development,
environment, immigration, and security.

Perspectives of Transnational Issues

Sheng Xun Chiam,
Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore
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Global Business
In recent years, 100% of AIU graduates have had a job or graduate school admission offer
prior to graduation, and it's no surprise why.
AIU’s business program gives students a firm grounding in economic theory as well as
practical education in in-demand skills, like marketing, leadership, OxMetrics and Big Data
analysis of current market conditions. AIU offers students the opportunity to develop their
business strategy skills in an interactive environment to compete in today’s market as well as
to respond to the unknown and lead, no matter what challenges the future may hold.

Theory and Practice for Evergreen Skills

Faculty MessageAs Japan’s longest-standing all-English undergraduate program, AIU offers the best
opportunity for international students to get an inside perspective on Japanese economics
and business, with courses including Japanese Business Culture, Japanese Finance and

ractices under lobali ation, and ontemporary Japanese Economy. 
Instructors across all courses also introduce examples from Japanese media and current
events to help students understand Japan’s values in relation to its neighbors and trading
partners around the world.

Japanese Example and Regional Expertise

In business and economics courses at AIU, you will develop your ability to communicate ideas
in an international environment and exchange experience and opinions with classmates from
around the world. Through presentations, teamwork, and case studies in a small class
environment - averaging 17 students - you will work directly with Japanese and international
students from partners in 47 countries and establish professional connections that will follow
you home and into your business career.

Networking and International Cooperation Practice

We aim to inspire and equip students to be active and effective in their
chosen milieu, whether in the workforce or further education, in Japan or
abroad. We expect our graduates, including our short-term students, to be
able to examine society around them through a global lens and to develop
new lifestyles and business models to create the society of tomorrow.

he study of Economics and usiness cannot be confined to one country.
At AIU, we equip students with the theoretical background and practical tools
to tackle global problems such as worldwide environmental issues and
problems with economic development, international finance, and international
trade.

Oskar Malmsten,
Linköping University, Sweden

Dr. Tsung-ming Yeh

My favorite class has been Contemporary Japanese Economy because the professor
brings in interesting anecdotes from his professional experience. We look at not only
the Japanese economy, but also the way Japan views western economies, which has
been a unique and interesting perspective. For example, the instructor gave a personal
anecdote about a project that gave US businessmen an unimpeded chance to sell in
Japan, to counter their claims of protectionism. Even with no barriers, they failed
because they didn't understand the local economy's needs. This kind of insight has
given me the ability to approach economic issues from angles that I hadn't considered
before. Although little in the course is directly related to becoming a finance
professional in the future, I think it has broadened my perspective and increased my
analytical skills, which is equally important for me.

In the business textbooks used at universities around the world, you find
the same theories and frameworks. However, application of those theories
are also influenced by culture, value systems and historical development,
leading to different decisions and behaviors in practice. The success of
multinational enterprises hinges on their ability to think and make decisions
from different cultural perspectives. At AIU, where the business faculty has
culturally and geographically diverse expertise and experience, you can
study business with a “compound-eye” way of thinking, to gain insight into
these perspectives and their influence on business.
Business classes at AIU put a strong emphasis on “real-world” experiences
and “hands-on” pedagogy. You'll be able to interact with entrepreneurs and
business professionals based in Japan and Asia, through field trips and
guest speeches, to learn how their perspective differs from other countries.
In classes, you will learn analytical skills and tools by examining real data using

With this combination of theory, data, and application – plus discussions in
an international classroom environment – you will return from AIU with a
more insightful understanding of business practices in Japan and Asia.
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This is a partial list of courses available in Academic Year 2016, as of the time of printing.
Courses that fit more than one field are double listed.
(Course availability is subject to change. For the most recent list, availability by semester, credit information,
and specific requirements, please see http://www.aiu.ac.jp/international/en/in/academic/).

LEGEND:　　　　: Japan Studies Course　　　　　: New Course OfferingNEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Japanese Language
Core Courses
JPL 100 A Basic Introduction to Communicating in Japanese
JPL 101 Elementary Japanese
JPL 205/206 Upper Elementary Japanese
JPL 300/305/307/309 Intermediate Japanese
JPL 402/406 Higher Intermediate Japanese
JPL 506/507 Advanced Japanese

Skill Courses
JPL 361/461 Pronunciation
JPL 381 Kanji Foundation
JPL 382 Kanji Consolidation
JPL 390/391/394/395 Reading Comprehension
JPL 411/412/572 Speaking
JPL 421/422 Writing
JPL 453/553 Japanese Language in Films
JPL 463/563 Reading Current Topics
JPL 541 Listening Comprehension
JPS 580 Country Life: Human Relationships in Japanese Local Communities

Translation/Interpretation
JPL 442 English-Japanese Translation
JPL 521 Japanese-Chinese Translation
JPL 522 Chinese-Japanese Interpretation

Japan Studies
JAS 110/111 Sado: Tea Ceremony
JAS 130/131 Kado: Flower Arrangement
LAW 160 Japan's Constitution and Law
ART 200 Japanese Art History in the World Context
JAS 200 Japanese Literature
JAS 215 History of Pre-Modern Japan
JAS 217 History of Modern Japan
JAS 220 Japanese Politics
JAS 250 Introduction to Japanese Society
JAS 275 Golden Ages in Japanese Cinema
JAS 280 Akita Studies
JAS 290 Religion in Japan
JAS 310 Intercultural Perspectives on Japanese Society
ECN 315 Japanese Finance and Practices under Globalization
SOC 330 Identity Making in Global Consumer Culture
ECN 333 Contemporary Japanese Economy
ECN 343 Japanese Business Culture
JAS 365 Representing Japan: Image, Sound, and People
JAS 370 Anime and Contemporary Japanese Visual Culture
JAS 375 Japanese History on Film
JAS 380 Akita Rural Studies
PLS 423 Japan-U.S. Relations
PLS 425 Japan-China Relations

Chinese, Korean, Russian,
Mongolian, French, and Spanish
100/200/300 Levels I / II / III
101/201/301 Practice Course I / II / III
400 Seminar: Discourse Practice (Chinese and Korean only)

Business & Economics
ECN 205 Mathematical Methods for Economics 
ECN 300 Management Principles and Practice
ECN 301 Financial Theories & Applications
ECN 306 Management Practices in Global Business
ECN 310 Accounting
ECN 312 Financial Accounting 
ECN 313 Bank of Japan and Business Cycles 
ECN 315 Japanese Finance and Practices under Globalization
ECN 318 Global Marketing
ECN 324 History of Economic Thought
ECN 325 Economic Development
ECN 327 Econometrics and Applications
ECN 328 Intermediate Microeconomics
ECN 330 Corporate Finance
ECN 331 Entrepreneurship
ECN 333 Contemporary Japanese Economy
ECN 338 Time Series Econometrics
ECN 340 Corporate Auditing
ECN 343 Japanese Business Culture
ECN 345 Leadership in International Management
ECN 346 International Finance
ECN 347 Portfolio Management
ECN 349 Emerging Market Finance
ECN 364 Economic Growth
ECN 365 European Politics and Economy
ECN 366 Intermediate Macroeconomics
ECN 367 Open-Macro Economics
ECN 368 Environmental Economics
ECN 369 Economics of Public Sector
ECN 370 NIE Approach to Political Economy
ECN 410 Marketing Research
ECN 435 East Asia Political Economy
ECN 440 Accountability as the Foundation of an Economic Society
ECN 450 MBA Essentials
 

Education
EDU 310 Comparative Education
EDU 320 Contemporary Higher Education

History
HIS 210 U.S. History 
JAS 215 History of Pre-Modern Japan 
JAS 217 History of Modern Japan 
HIS 290 Modern History of China
HIS 296 History of Modern Korea
HIS 310 Modern History of Russia
HIS 320 Modern History of Mongolia
HIS 360 History of Modern Europe
JAS 375 Japanese History on Film

Political Science &
International Relations
JAS 220 Japanese Politics
PLS 230 U.S. Constitution
PLS 245 International Law and Institutions
HIS 250 Introduction to East Asia Studies
PLS 280 U.S. Political System
PLS 360 Modern Chinese Politics and Thought
PLS 363 Developmental Politics in South Korea
ECN 365 European Politics and Economy
PLS 366 Geopolitical and Economic Studies on Southeast Asia
PLS 367 Politics and Society in Southeast Asia
PLS 375 Transnational Law
PLS 385 Social Movements and Democratization
PLS 387 Visual Politics
PLS 390 U.S. Foreign Relations
IST 391 Invitation to EU Studies
PLS 410 Foreign Policy of China
PLS 420 U.S.-China Relations
PLS 423 Japan-U.S. Relations
PLS 425 Japan-China Relations
ECN 435 East Asia Political Economy 
PLS 441 Law and Politics of International Organizations
PLS 450 Borders and Migration
INT 455 International Cooperation and Development II
PLS 461 Comparative Politics
PLS 471 International Security

Sociology & Media/
Communication Studies
JAS 250 Introduction to Japanese Society
JAS 310 Intercultural Perspectives on Japanese Society
SOC 330 Identity Making in Global Consumer Culture
SOC 345 Minorities in the U.S.
SOC 360 Sociology of Globalization
SOC 361 Urban Sociology
SOC 365 Chinese Society Today
SOC 370 Mass Media and Society
SOC 376 Mongolian Society Today
SOC 385 Russian Society Today
SOC 397 Minorities in China

Environmental Studies
ENV 420 Environmental Science in Global Perspective

Geography
GEO 220 Geography of North America
GEO 240 Geography of East Asia
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Language Learning and Academic Support

18

Japanese language and content course support

Support is available in English or Japanese (for Japanese courses)
and all students are welcome! Make your reservation online for
an hour of tutoring per subject per week (up to 2 subjects).

Convenient, Familial Campus
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Residences have wired internet. Wi-Fi access is available in academic and administrative buildings.
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More international and Japanese students cite living in the on-campus community as their favorite part of
studying at AIU over all other aspects of life and study. When you live in Komachi Hall, Global Village, Sakura

illage, or our hemed ouses in University illage, you’re never more than a 10-minute walk from your friends,
classes, and our wealth of on-campus activities.
Apply Online!  The housing application is included in our online application, for quick, easy submission.

Catering to Your Needs: Students with special

he campus apartments offer a little more privacy as well as the opportunity for students to cook for themselves.
lobal illage and University illage (which hosts the hemed ouses) have a double-occupancy bedroom

connected to a kitchenette area. Sakura illage, AIU s newest housing facility, offers three separate bedrooms
connected to a common Kitchen/Dining/Living area.

Global Village

Sakura Village

Campus Apartments

hemed ouses allow students with common interests to live together and also join in house-wide activities and
projects. Specific themes and details for each semester will be sent to applicants after acceptance. lease see
the next page for more information!

Themed Houses

Themed Houses (University Village)

One common kitchen
for the entire dorm

Double-
Occupancy Room;
Two-Room Suite

Single-Occupancy
Room; Three-
Room Suite

Double-
Occupancy Room

Double-
Occupancy Room

71 rooms185

Themed Houses
(University Village)

(Wheelchair Accessible)

60,000 JPY (490 USD*)
Utilities Included

60,000 JPY (490 USD*)
PLUS utilities

108,000 JPY (880 USD*)
PLUS utilities

90,000 JPY (735 USD*)
Utilities Included

90,000 JPY (735 USD*)
PLUS utilities

162,000 JPY (1,325 USD*)
PLUS utilities

57,000 JPY (470 USD*)
PLUS utilities

85,500 JPY (700 USD*)
PLUS utilities

Robin Eriksen, University of Bergen, Norway

All AIU degree-seeking students are required to live in Komachi Hall for their first year, so this is a great place 
to live if you want to make friends with Japanese students. Floor activities, a common kitchen, and lounge with 
satellite  and games make omachi a natural choice for students who want more social interaction.

In my first semester, I lived in Komachi Hall, which is great for meeting people and hanging out in the lobby. In my 
second semester, I wanted a little more privacy so I moved to the Global Village apartments. I still have a roommate, but 
there's a separate space for the kitchen and we have privacy curtains.

All fees are subject to change. US dollar estimates are current as of December 201  and are provided for reference only. All fees will be charged in Japanese en.

100% Guaranteed
On-Campus Housing for
International Students
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Room; Three-
Room Suite

Double-
Occupancy Room

Double-
Occupancy Room

71 rooms185

Themed Houses
(University Village)

(Wheelchair Accessible)

60,000 JPY (490 USD*)
Utilities Included

60,000 JPY (490 USD*)
PLUS utilities

108,000 JPY (880 USD*)
PLUS utilities

90,000 JPY (735 USD*)
Utilities Included

90,000 JPY (735 USD*)
PLUS utilities

162,000 JPY (1,325 USD*)
PLUS utilities

57,000 JPY (470 USD*)
PLUS utilities

85,500 JPY (700 USD*)
PLUS utilities

Robin Eriksen, University of Bergen, Norway

All AIU degree-seeking students are required to live in Komachi Hall for their first year, so this is a great place 
to live if you want to make friends with Japanese students. Floor activities, a common kitchen, and lounge with 
satellite  and games make omachi a natural choice for students who want more social interaction.

In my first semester, I lived in Komachi Hall, which is great for meeting people and hanging out in the lobby. In my 
second semester, I wanted a little more privacy so I moved to the Global Village apartments. I still have a roommate, but 
there's a separate space for the kitchen and we have privacy curtains.

All fees are subject to change. US dollar estimates are current as of December 201  and are provided for reference only. All fees will be charged in Japanese en.

100% Guaranteed
On-Campus Housing for
International Students



Themed Houses at AIU offer international and Japanese
students the opportunity to live together based on common
interests and work together on projects and activities
throughout the semester.
Themed Houses began with the Japan House (Japanese Arts
and Culture House) in Spring 2015 and the number of houses
and their specific themes change each semester. AIU will send
the list of available themes to accepted students each semester.
Past themes may be found to the right.

Themed Houses On-Campus Medical Support

● Japanese Arts and Culture House
● Nihongo House
● Entrepreneur House
● International Customs House
● Romance Languages House
● Fitness House

I'm really fortunate to be 
living in the Japan House 
with a Japanese roommate. 
The Themed Houses at AIU 
are still a new concept, so 
we've gotten involved in 
experimenting with the 
structure and changing 
how it runs.
We have semi-weekly 
meetings to discuss our 

resources and activity planning. So far, we've 
attended a Noh play and got to participate in a 
"Fox Festival." We dressed up in kimonos and 
painted our faces to look like foxes then paraded 
around a neighborhood to bring luck.

Kimberly Cielos,
University of
Manitoba, Canada

Prof. Tetsuya Toyoda,
Themed House Coordinator
Themed Houses push international and Japanese students to take initiative
and work together toward common goals. While faculty supervisors are
available for support, this is a student-led project that will enhance your
academic, practical, and personal experience at AIU! Counseling Room
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Once you receive your acceptance notification, you can begin online application
forms 5, 6, and 7.

34

TOEFL® TEST 500 (PBT)/61 (iBT)

TOEIC® TEST 630

180 47
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program students and transfer students in the spring or fall semester.

Earn your degree abroad at AIU in English, and you’ll study in a familiar language while
enjoying an experience unavailable anywhere else in the world. Not only will you build
your understanding of Japanese language and culture, but you can take advantage of
our close connections with the local community for incomparable immersion.
Additionally, you’ll enjoy a wide variety of multicultural experience both with our diverse,
multinational student body and during your study abroad year at one of our partner
universities around the world! (See next page)

All fees subject to change. For additional explanations and billing deadlines, please see our website, below.

2017

Matriculation Fee

Spring 2017 Admission Fall 2017 Admission
Feb 1 - 28, 2017

Mar 18, 2017
Sep 4, 2017

Oct 20 - Nov 2, 2016

180 47

Dec 1, 2016
Apr 10, 2017

Study, Live, and Go International!

Four-Year Bachelor's Curriculum
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The University of Western Australia

The University of Sussex

The University of Passau

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia

Universitas Indonesia
Indonesia

University of South Florida

180

From the World...



55 minsSapporo, New Chitose Airport

Seoul, Incheon Airport*

　
2 hrs 15 mins

1 hrs 20 mins

1 hrs 20 mins 3 hrs 45 mins
Seoul

55 mins

Sapporo

Akita

Tokyo

Nagoya
Osaka

50 mins

...To Akita

*Operation may vary. Please see Akita airport website for details.
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